Thomas Badillo and Ray Alicaba

Tom Badillo (R) is a martial arts instructor from the San Francisco Bay Area, with a dedicated interest in teaching Martial Arts in the Steampunk ‘verse.

Coach Tom Badillo is the Master of Arms of the Royal Airship Kamehameha, hailing from the Sandwich Islands.

Tom has taught such diverse subjects as: Defending Your Airship; Bartitsu (The Martial Art of Sherlock Holmes); and Steampunk Saber + Nerf Gun, at conventions including: Combat Con; Steam Con; Gear Con; Gaslight Gathering; Nova Albion; and IS-MAC.

Tom has a cameo in the Steampunk films: Vintage Tomorrows; The Rogues of Flat Oak; Kings of the Atlantic; and Saber Legion’s Masters’ Tournament video.

Tom has coached the founder of The Saber Legion, Terry Birnbaum, to the #1 position at TSL Saber Masters tournament, held 2019, in Santa Clara CA. Find Tom at Martial Arts in the Steampunk ‘verse, on Facebook. https://m.facebook.com/groups/155083681225853/?ref=share

Ray Alicaba (L) who is a martial arts instructor from Northern California, with a background in teaching and performing Martial Arts in the Steampunk ‘verse. He is the Navigator aboard the Royal Airship Kamehameha, hailing from the Sandwich Islands. Ray has performed with various groups within the Lightsaber community: including Saber Guild, The Saber Legion, and Golden Gate Knights. He has supported the HEMA community in Northern California: through DEMAS, Tosetti Institute of MMA and Fitness, and En Garde Fencing. Ray has studied under Coach Tom Badillo since 2015, and attended or supported classes in The War Room since 2016. Ray taught with Coach Tom Badillo at Combat Con for Neo Bartitsu Cane; and also taught FMA, seated fencing, LED saber and Bartitsu at Tosetti Institute of MMA and Fitness. Further training includes: Pintados FMA with GM Oliver Garduce; Fencing under Maestro John Sullins; and Zoom martial arts classes through En Garde Fencing, culminating in live outdoors training after the COVID-19 lockdown ended.

Ray can be found at Martial Arts in the Steampunk ‘verse, on Facebook.

Class

Kinetic Clockwork Pounding

Welcome, Steampunk Explorers of all ages!

Come one, come all to the latest adventure by the Master of Arms of The Royal Airship Kamehameha, and Founder of the War Room!

Presenting: Kinetic Clockwork Pounding

The Sky Pyrates are invading our region, and the Royal Airship Kamehameha has been dispatched to intercept the Pyrates’ advance forces: Glowing Steam Rats!

Will you join us in our quest to defeat this glowing infestation, and keep our Clockwork Nation free?

Come aboard the Royal Airship Kamehameha, and play Kinetic Clockwork Cutlass, a special game to test your skills and agility.

This is a never before seen game! Test your reflexes by smacking the lights out of the Glowing Steam Rats.

Try your luck, come back and try again — strive to beat your personal best, while competing alongside other Steampunk explorers!

You may meet some of the most experienced explorers in the ‘Verse, as you test your skills!

Save the World, Beat the Glowing Steam Rats, and have fun in The War Room 2024!